
the atom? And what happens to different coordinates with very close to the speed of light, ZBO machine and the 'Turbo
an atom rushing at the speed of respect to two sets of spatial so that the time dilatation factor Pascal' compiler.
light towards a source of axes which are rotated with was not just marginally larger Professor P.F. Ridler
energy? It can only translate the respect to one another; special than one, but over 2.5. The University of Zimbabwe
energy (or whatever it does to relativity says that something measurements (see refs) agreed Harare
it) at the speed of light: one rather similar occurs with mixed with the special relativity
likes to imagine that there is a time and space axes. predictions to better than 0.5%. ELECTRO-limit for relativistic mass just as If his Fig. 5 had really been a C.F. Coleman
there is for everything else. Minkowski diagram he would Wantage REDUCTIONISMMight the four horsemen of have shown the t-axis along the Oxon
quadrature have a little line labelled M, and the x-axis Thank you, Wireless World, forsomething to say upon the along the line between the References
matter? Or the mass-energy points labelled (wrongly) Ayres, 0.5, Connack, A.M, coining the useful tenn: electro-
dualism? Or are we coming to A' and B'. With respect to those Greenberg, AJ" Kenney, R.W, reductionism, to describe the

the monistic conclusion that two sets of axes the lightning Caldwel1, 0.0, Elings, V.B, Hesse, fashionable variety of
there is no such thing as strike at A at time zero in the W.P, and Morrison, R.], Phys Rev intellectual suicide. But anyone
energy, that all mass is embankment frame would be

Lett 21(1968)261. can disprove it; we do not need
inherently static, all movement represented by the point

Greenberg, AJ, Ayres, 0.5, an irrational leap of faith.
Connack, A.M, Kenney, R.W, The failure of rationalismbeing imaginary and causation labelled A', which has the Caldwell, 0.0, Elings, V.B, to account for your ownnon-existent? coordinates Dr Murray Hesse, W.P, and Morrison, RJ, consciousness means that it isThank you for your calculates with respect to these Phys Rev Lett 23(1969)1267. a rotten theory. So its failure torevelation, Mr Hodges: wellies two sets of axes, the address values, human naturerot eventually. But do tell us; in embankment axes being and ultimate questions is onlyconsidering the photon, who are oblique. Similarly the strike at to be expected.they that play pass-the-parcel? B would be respresented by the We cannot answer whether aJ.A. MacHarg point labelled B'. The sloping machine could have a consciousWooler lines through the points labelled D.C. SUPPLIES mind until we have a model thatNorthumberland A' and B' would then represent predicts the know fact of humanthe world lines of A and B,

In the February Letters Or while vertical lines through It may be helpful to Or Smith awareness.
to have two additional It is the reductionist who is

Scott Murray once again quotes those points would represent
references brought to his forced to a leap of faith - that

Einstein with the provisos (as the world lines of the observers
on the train who are present at attention. These are: science will one-day be able to

judged from the embankment) tackle consciousness. What is
and (considered with reference the lightning strikes, A' and B'. 1. Walz, F.C. and Burkhard consciousness? What is colour?
to the embankment) faithfully The points labelled (wrongly) Analysis of Capacitive We divide colour into the
included, and once again A and B represent nothing in filtering of full wave objective wavelength and
proceeds to argue as if he were particular, but the cuts of the rectification' International
blind to their presence in the line through them with the ]0 Elect Engng 1967 5 pp physiology model, and the

world lines for A and B would 563-572. sensation. We divide morality
text, as I previously pointed out

represent the positions relative 2. Ridler P.F0 'Analysis of into behaviour, absolute moral
in the December 84 letters, and imperatives, and subjective
AJ 0 Clayton in the January to the train of those observers single phase capacitor input

at the train time of the rectifier circuits' Proc. IEEE conscience. Science refuses to
letters. touch the absolutes or the

However the real crunch encounter between M and M', 17 12 December 1970 pp subjectives. And consciousness
comes with the second half of represented by the intersection 2261- 2266. is both indisputably factual, and
his letter, and with his of the l' and x' axes. An Schade's original work was subjective.
description of Figs 5 and 6 as important feature is that the extremely good for the full and Which leaves a fact hanging.
Minkowski diagrams. A basic lines labelled 'c', which half-wave rectifiers, but for the Which destroys the garbage 0

feature of a Minkowski diagram represent light rays, bisect both voltage doubler circuits waas Which makes monkeys of them
is that any event or encounter the angle between the x' and t' seriously in error due to a false all, as, no doubt, they would
which is represented at all is axes, and the angle between the assumption. Also his work was agree.
represented by one point and x and t axes, which means that done at a time when the low DoH. Potter
one point only 0 Thus Dr both the train and the values of load resistance Axminster
Murray's figures and the embankment observers imposed by solid-state circuits Devon
discussion in which he talks imterpret the light flashes as were unusual and it did not
about a single event being travelling at the speed 'c'. predict the instantaneous

RAILROADINGrepresented by two distinct Almost any question one can minimum voltage which is
points show not only that he ask about the interpretation of needed to ensure that

RELATIVITYdoesn't understand Minkowski events by the train and regulators do not 'drop-out'.
diagrams, but also that he embankment observers can be The writer can supply, for
doesn't even understand the read off this diagram. non-commercial users, a listing Over the last year Dr Murray
physical interpretation of Dr murray asserts that direct of a Pascal program which will has used a lot of your column
Lorentz transformations. In fact demonstrations of any produce instantaneous inches attacking Einstein and
they relate the coordinations correspondence between the minimum output voltage, peak- his theories. I have no
attributed to a given event predictions of special relativity peak ripple voltage, peak particular objection to this as a
relative to the two and the workings of the world rectifier current and rom.s. sport, but in his case both of
noncoincident sets of time and as it is are 'conspicuously non- rectifier current, given the the main lines of his arguments
position axes which according existent' 0 The prediction of time values of wC'RL and rlR where are based on easily
to special relativity are used by dilatation was verified over C is the filter capacitance RL - demonstrable fallacies.
any two observers such as M fifteen years ago by load resistance and r is the With regard to Einstein's
and M' who are at rest in two measurements of the lifetime of equivalent source resistance. "rare but crucial conceptual
distinct inertial frames. No one pi mesas travelling with respect The calculations take about error", Or Mumy asks us to
worries about a point having to the laboratory at a speed eight seconds using a 4MHz believe that Einstein tells us
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FEEDBACK

Among the featu.... In the
July I..uela a ZIO-baeed
telephone call-charge
Indicator which, among
other facilities, provides a
running total cost. It la
usable anywhere In the
world.

NEXT MONTH

John Unaler Hood
describes a IIIIIln. power
controll.lntended melnly
for use with. photographic
enlerg_ to enaure _blllty
of light output, but useful tor
other application a. well. It
uses trIaca to control the
amount of a malna cycle
pII.... to the load.

Ken Smith wrIte8 of his work
with young people and
electronlca. Hla vlewe are
proVOClltlve and may raI.. a
few hackles amongst those
of a more coneervatlve
disposition.

COrrection

•
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Newtonian theory. By the end
of the 19th century the cracks
were beginning to show: by
now the evidence against it is
overwhelming. Fortunately
Einstein realised that the basic
inconsistency in Newtonian
theory that was causing all the
trouble was that the existence
of absolute space and absolute
time was not compatible with
Newton's principles.
Fortunately for us, too, he
produced in 1915 the necessary
correction, otherwise the "baby
with the bathwater" brigade
would long ago have been
screaming for us to abandon
those principles, too. Of course
it is a profound emotional shock
to find that all those terrible
consequences are only the
logical outcome of Newton's
principles, and I don't blame
anyone for hoping they will go
away if we pretend they are not
there. It is' interesting that
many scientists are just as
irrational" as the rest of us.

Finally, Dr Murray is highly
dogmatic about the non...
existence of direct
demonstations of the
correspondence between the
"workings of the world as it is"
and the predictions of the
theory. I would refer him to the
experiments of Hafele and
Keating in 1971, who set out to
see if the predictions of theory
about clocks could be
confinned. They were.
(SCIENCE vol. 177, 1972, Ivor Catt has asked me to point out

an error in his letter on The Catt
~:~atson Anomaly in the May issue. On page

18, the penultimate line of the
Pollensa second paragraph should refer to
Mallorca the conductor, not the dielectric.

Amorphous metals, previously only possible to produce in
strips on O.05mm thick, have now been made Imm thick
using. technique known .s rapid diffusion. The picture
shows X-ray diffraction photographs of. nickel-zirconium
sample. In A, typical X-ray reflexes of crysta1ine metals
can be seen from an NiZr sample before annealing. Mter
annealing, B, the sample is amorphous and causes
diffusion.

ideas in the fonn that in the
absence of matter, light travels
with a definite speed c that does
not depend on the motion of its
source. It is worth our while to
take a further look at this
assumption.

Suppose for a moment that
we invert these characteristics,
so that the light does not travel
with constant speed, and that
speed is dependent on the
source's motion. In the first
case, the speed would have to
depend upon some function of
time/distance. The alternative
that it might be totally random
belongs, I think; to the realm of
science fiction, and it could
hardly depend on the value of
some local field, because there
is no matter to anchor it to.
The consequence of time/
distance dependence is that any
change in the position of the
source would result in a change
of the "Iocal" value at every
other point in space. No matter
whether the observer's motion
enters into the final equation or
not, this change in value would
be detected by that observer,
who would thus be able to
detect any motion of the
source. The same thing
happens if the value is altered
by the source's motion. The
"local" value will change, and
though the observer would
again be able to detect the
source's motion. But to detect
such motion is a violation of
Newton's principle that no
experiment exists that is
capable of detecting absolute
rest or unifonn motion. This
must be applied equally to the
light and its source as it is to
everything else. The conclusion
is clear. The requirement that
light travels at constant speed
and that the speed is
independent of the source's
motion comes directly from
Newton's principles, and in
introducing his "second
postulate" Einstein introduced
no new information not already
implicit in those principles. This
puts the mathematical
arguments into their correct
perspective. As Dr Murray
says, they are circular and do
not constitute a proof of any
assumption at all, only being a
demonstration that the
conclusions can be handled
mathematically. I suggest that
that is all they were ever
intended to be.

In saving Maxwellian theory,
Einstein found the way to save

that when the train is moving,
both the light flashes reach M'
together. Since he twice quotes
for us the passage where
Einstein says precisely the
opposite, it is hard to see the
justification for such an
allegation. Einstein says quite
clearly that M' will see one flash
before the other, and this is
based on the argument that M
sees them arrive together.
Since at that moment M and M'
do not coincide, it is a physical
impossibility for the flashes to
reach M' together, and we
hardly need to invoke
Minkowski to tell us this. Now
what is a physical impossibility
in one frame of reference is still
a physical impossibility in any
other, so the statement that M'
sees one flash before the other
is an absolute statement for this
experiment. Of course, there is
no denying that if the conditions
for simultaneity had been met
in the frame of reference of the
train, those flashes much
indeed arrive at M' together.
The impossibility of this is proof
that the events were not
simultaneous in the train's
frame of reference. Which is
precisely what Einstein said.

The other argument concerns
the constancy of the speed of
light. Or Murray is one of the
very numerous band who tell us
that Einstein's "second
postulate" says that the velocity
of light is the same for all
observers despite their mutual
relative motions. It doesn't.
This is a paraphrase of the
conclusions reached from the
experiment of the two similar
laboratories passing in space
and the light at the centre of
each flashing as they draw
level. This makes it a little
difficult to support the
contention that this is an
"irrational assumption", or that
Einstein "accepted it without
evidence". We need to go
rather further back in the
argument to find what the
"second postulate" really does
say.

When he set out to save
Maxwellian theory, Einstein
encountered therein the concept
of the aether. The
characteristics of this where
that light would be propagated
through it at constant speed,
and that any motion of the
source through the aether
would not alter this speed. The
analogy of sound through air is
apt. Einstein adopted these
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